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Introduction

Starting from the famous papers by Nijenhuis� ����� ����� geometrical objects and
invariant operations with geometrical objects have been studied by using the concepts
of natural bundles and natural di�erential operators�
In physical theories another sort of invariance plays an important role� the so

called �gauge�invariance�� Its geometrical description is the following� Drechsler and
Mayer ���� Let � � P � B be a G�principal bundle over a space�time manifold
B and E � B be a bundle associated with P � An automorphism of P � over B�
induces a �bred automorphism of E� over B� which is said to be a change of gauge� A
physical theory is said to be gauge�invariant if it is invariant with respect to changes of
gauge� Gauge�invariant theories can be described geometrically by using the concepts
of gauge�natural bundle functors and natural or gauge�natural operators between
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gauge�natural bundles� Eck ���� The aim of this paper is to express naturality and
gauge�naturality at in�nitesimal level by using the concept of systems introduced by
the second author� ����� The main idea is to replace the action of a Lie group on
the standard �bre by the action of a Lie algebra on the space of vector �elds on the
standard �bre of the bundle� We consider a system of projectable vector �elds on a
�bred manifold which induces a structure of in�nitesimal natural lift on the �bred
manifold� A similar result is obtained for gauge�natural lifts�
In the classical theory� if a di�erential operator is natural or gauge�natural� then

it commutes with the Lie derivatives associated with any vector �eld� We use this
fact for our de�nition of in�nitesimally� natural and gauge�natural operators and we
express the naturality of di�erential operators by using the distinguished vector �elds
of the given systems�
Throughout the paper we use the following notation from jet theory� If M�N are

two di�erentiable manifolds then the space of k�jets fromM to N with source x �M
and target y � N will be denoted by Jkx M�N �y� If E � B is a �bred manifold
then the space of k�jets of local sections of E is JkE and �kl � J

kE � J lE� k � l�
is the canonical projection� The k�jet prolongation of a �bred manifold morphism
� � E � �E covering a di�eomorphism f � B � �B of base spaces� is Jk� � JkE �
Jk �E� If � � B � E is a section then jk� � B � JkE is its k�jet prolongation� If
� � E � TE is a projectable vector �eld of E� then its k�jet prolongation is the vector
�eld jk� � JkE � TJkE of JkE de�ned by jk� � rk�Jk�� where rk � JkTE � TJkE
is the �bred morphism de�ned by Mangiarotti and Modugno� ��	�� The sheaf of local
sections of E will be denoted by C�E�
All manifolds and mappings are assumed to be in the category C��

�� Natural lift functors

We recall here de�nitions and basic properties from the theory of natural lift func�
tors� ��
�� ����� �����

Let M be the category of smooth manifolds and smooth manifold mappings and
Mn be the category of C� n�dimensional manifolds and smooth embeddings� Let
FM be the category of smooth �bred manifolds and smooth �bred manifoldmappings
and FMn be the category of smooth �bred manifolds over n�dimensional base spaces
and smooth �bred manifold morphisms over embeddings of base spaces�

De�nition ���� A natural lift functor is a covariant functor F fromMn to FMn

satisfying
i� for each manifold B �ObMn�

pB � FB � B

is a �bred manifold� over B�
ii� for each embedding f �MorMn� Ff is a �bred manifold morphism over f �

which maps �bres di�eomorphically onto �bres� �

A natural bundle is then a triplet FB� pB� B��

�We shall see that FB is actually a bundle�
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In the de�nition of natural lift functors sometimes a further continuity condition is
added by saying that a smoothly parametrized family of di�eomorphisms is prolonged
into a smoothly parametrized family of di�eomorphisms� But this condition turns out
to be a consequence of i� and ii�� �	��
The concept of natural lift functor was generalized� ���� ���� ��
�� to the concept of

natural bundle functor�

De�nition ���� A natural bundle functor� on a subcategory C ofM is a covariant
functor F from C to the category FM satisfying
i�� for each manifold B �ObC� pB � FB � B is a �bred manifold� over B�
ii�� for each f �MorC� Ff is a �bred manifold map covering f such that F�U � �

�FU � for any open subset � � U �� B� �

A natural bundle functor on the subcategoryMn ofM� for a certain n� is a natural
lift functor�
We say that a natural lift functor F is of order r if� for any f �MorMn� the map

Ff depends pointwisely only on the r�jet of f �
Let F be an r�order natural lift functor and let F� � FR

n�� be the standard �bre
of F � We obtain a canonical action on F� of the Lie group

Gr
n � invJ

r
� R

n�Rn��

of invertible r�jets with source and target 
� of di�eomorphisms of Rn which preserve

 on F�� It is well known that any natural lift functor has �nite order� ��
�� ����� and
that there is a one�to�one� up to equivalence� correspondence of r�order natural lift
functors and left smooth Gr

n�manifolds� ����� �����

The continuity condition allows us to prolong a vector �eld � of B to the vector
�eld F� of FB by the rule

���� exptF �� � F expt����

This �ow prolongation de�nes for an r�order natural lift functor F the associated
smooth �bred mapping

���� � � JrTB �B FB �� TFB

which is linear over FB� ���� ��
�� So� we obtain

F � C�TB �� C�TFB � FB� � � �� F�u� � � � jr�� u�� u � FB�

where we used again F by abuse of language�� Later Section 	� we shall meet a
di�erent abstract approach to formula ���� in terms of �systems��

Local coordinate charts on B and F� induce a �bred coordinate chart on FB� which
is said to be natural �

�In literature it is currently denoted simply as �prolongation functor��
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Example ���� The tangent functor T is a natural bundle functor of order � on
the category M� In dimension n the corresponding standard �bre is Rn on which
G�
n � Gln�R� acts in the standard way� The tangent prolongation of a vector �eld

� � �� �
�x�

of B is

T� � ��
	

	x�
� �x�	��

� 	

	 �x�
�

where x�� �x�� is the natural coordinate chart on TB�

Example ���� The cotangent functor T � is a natural lift functor of order � with the
standard �bre Rn� and the standard action of G�

n� The cotangent prolongation of a
vector �eld � � �� �

�x�
of B is

T� � ��
	

	x�
� x�	��

� 	

	x�
�

where x�� x�� is the natural coordinate chart on T �B�

Example ���� The functor T �r�s� of r� s� tensors is a natural lift functor of order
�� The standard �bre is �rRn�� �sRn�� on which G�

n acts in the standard tensor
way� The tensor prolongation of a vector �eld � of B is

T �r�s�� � ��
	

	x�
�
�
t�������r������s

	��
�� � 	 	 	� t������r����� ����s

	��
�r�

�t������r�������s
	���

� � 	 	 	 � t������r������s���
	�s�

��
	

	t������r������s

�

where x�� t������r������s
� is the natural coordinate chart on T �r�s�B�

Example ���� The functor of metrics Met is a natural lift functor of order �� Its
standard �bre Met�� is the subspace in


�Rn� of non�degenerate symmetric matrices
with the coordinate chart g��� and the tensor action of G

�
n�

Example ���� The functor of kr�velocities T r
k is a natural bundle functor of order

r on the category M� For any B �ObM� we de�ne T r
kB � Jr� R

k� B� and� for any
f �MorM� f � B � �B� we de�ne T r

kfJ
r
�
� � Jr� f � 
�� where J

r
�
 � T r

kB� The
standard �bre of T r

k in dimension n is Jr� R
k�Rn�� and the action of Gr

n on the
standard �bre is given by the composition of jets�

Example ���� The functor of r�order frames F r is a natural lift functor of order r�
For any B �ObMn� we de�ne F rB � invJr�R

n� B� and� for any f �MorMn� F rf is
de�ned as in Example ���� The values of the functor F r are in the category PBnGr

n�
of smooth principal bundles with n�dimensional base spaces� the structure group Gr

n

and smooth principal bundle mappings�

Example ��	� The bundle of linear connections C on a given manifold is a natural
lift functor of order �� Its standard �bre is Rn � ��Rn�� on which G�

n acts via the
well known transformation relations of the Christo�el symbols� The �ow prolongation
of a vector �eld � � �� �

�x�
of B is

C� � ��
	

	x�
�
�
����	��

� � ����	��
� � ����	��

� � 	���
�
� 	

	����
�

where x������� is the natural coordinate chart on CB�
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Remark ���� Let F be a natural lift functor of order r� For any f �MorMn�
f � B � �B� by using the standard jet prolongation� we get the commutative diagram

JsFB
JsFf
����� JsF �B

�so

��y ��y�so
FB

Ff
����� F �B

pB

��y ��yp �B
B

f
����� �B

which implies that JsF � Js �F is a natural lift functor of order r� s�� If F� is the
standard �bre of F then the standard �bre of JsF is JsF� � T s

nF� and the action of
Gr�s
n on JsF� is obtained by the jet prolongation of the action of G

r
n on F��

Remark ���� In the theory of natural lift functors� the functor of r�order frames
de�ned in Example ��� plays a fundamental role� Namely� any natural lift functor F
of order r� with standard �bre F�� is canonically represented by

��	� FB � �F rB�F��� F f � �F rf� id��

where B �ObMn� f �MorMn� and �F rB�F�� � F rB�F���Gr
n is the bundle associ�

ated with F rB� ��
�� ����� �����

Example ��
� With respect to the adjoint action of Gr
n on its Lie algebra G

r
n� we

can de�ne the r�order natural lift functor

���� GrnB� � �F
rB�Grn�� Grnf� � �F

rf� id��

So Grn can be viewed as a natural r�order lift functor and we shall call it the adjoint
r�order natural lift functor�

Let F be a natural lift functor� f � B � �B be a mapping in MorMn and � � B �
FB be a section� Then we de�ne the section f�� � �B � F �B by f�� � Ff � � � f���

De�nition ���� A natural di�erential operator D from a natural lift functor F� to
a natural lift functor F� is a family of di�erential operators

fDB� � C�F�B � C�F�
�BgB�ObMn

such that D �B�f��� � f�DB��� for all sections � � B � F�B and all f � B � �B
in MorMn� �

A natural di�erential operator is of a �nite order k if allDB�� B �ObMn� depend
pointwisely on k�order jets of sections� Thus� a k�order natural di�erential operator
D from F� to F� is characterized by the associated �bred manifold morphismsDB� �
JkF�B � F�B� over B� according to the formula DB�j

k
x�� � DB���x�� The
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family D � fDB�gB�ObMn
de�nes a natural transformation of the functors JkF�

and F��

Let D be a natural operator of order k from F� to F� and D be its associated
natural transformation� Then we can de�ne the tangent prolongation TD of D as
the k�order operator TD from TF� to TF� de�ned by the associated transformation
T D � JkTF� � TF�� where T D � TD � rk and rk � JkTF� � TJkF� is the natural
transformation de�ned in ��	�� It is easy to see that T D is a natural transformation
of covariant functors and it implies that TD de�ned by TDB��� � T DB�� jk���
for any section � � B � TF�B� is the natural operator such that qF�BTD��� �
DqF�B���� where qE � TE � E is the canonical projection�

De�nition ���� Let F be a natural lift functor� � be a vector �eld of B and expt��
its �ow� Then the Lie derivative of a section � � B � FB with respect to the vector
�eld � is de�ned by

���� L�� �
d

dt
j�fexp�t��

��g� �

In ���� ���� ���� it was proved that the Lie derivative can be expressed geometrically
as the mapping

���� L�� � T� � � � F� � ��

Hence L�� turns out to be a section L�� � B � V FB projectable onto the section ��

Lemma ���� If a k�order di�erential operator D from a natural lift functor F� to a
natural lift functor F� is natural� then

���� L�DB��� � TDB�L���

B � ObMn� for any section � � B � F�B and any vector �eld � of B�

Proof� From the in�nitesimal expression ���� for L�� we get

TDB�L��� � TDB� � rk � jk
d

dt
j�fexp�t��

��g �

� TDB� �

�
d

dt
j�fj

kexp�t�����g

�
�

d

dt
j�fDB� � j

kexp�t������g �

�
d

dt
j�fexp�t��

�DB� � jk���g � L�DB����

which proves our Lemma ���� �

For the case of linear operators on natural vector bundles Lemma ��� was used by
Kirillov� ����
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Remark ���� Since the values of the Lie derivative are in V FB it is su cient to
consider in ���� only the vertical prolongation V D of the operator D instead of
the tangent prolongation TD� The vertical prolongation V D can be de�ned as the
restriction of TD on V F� or equivalently by

V DB�

�
d

dt
j��t

�
�

d

dt
j�DB��t��

where �t � B � F�B is a smoothly parametrized family of sections�

De�nition ���� A di�erential operator D from a natural lift functor F� to a natural
lift functor F� is said to be in�nitesimally natural if ���� holds for any section � �
B � F�B and any vector �eld � of B� �

Many geometrical constructions are in fact natural di�erential operators between
natural lift functors� The study of natural di�erential operators is based on relations
between natural di�erential operators and equivariant mappings� The basic tool is
the following theorem� ��
�� ����� �����

Theorem ���� There is a bijective correspondence between the set of k�order natural
di�erential operators from a natural lift functor F� to a natural lift functor F� and
equivariant mappings from the standard �bre of JkF� to the standard �bre of F�� �

Example ���� The exterior derivative d is a �rst order natural operator from �pT ��
p � �� to �p��T �� The corresponding G�

n�equivariant mapping from J��pT ��� �
T �
n�

pRn�� to �p��T ��� � �p��Rn� is given in the canonical coordinate chart
�i����ip�� � � i�  ���  ip � n� on �pRn�� by

�i����ip�� � d � ��i����ip�ip����

where �� � �� denotes the antisymmetrization� It can be proved that the naturality
determines d up to a constant�

Example ����� The Levi�Civita connection is a �rst order natural di�erential oper�
ator from Met to C� The corresponding G�

n�equivariant mapping from J�Met�� to
C� is given by

���� �
�

�
g��g���� � g���� � g������

where g��� is the inverse matrix of g����

Example ����� The curvature tensor is a �rst order natural di�erential operator
from C to T � ��T ��� The corresponding G�

n�equivariant mapping from J�C� to
T � ��T ���� � Rn � ��Rn�� is given by

t���	 � �
�
���	 � �

�
�	�� � �

�
�	�

�
�� � �

�
���

�
�	�

Example ����� The Nijenhuis tensor is a �rst order natural di�erential opera�
tor from T � T � to T � ��T ��� The corresponding G�

n�equivariant mapping from
J�T ������� to T � �

�T ���� is given by

t��� � t�� t
�
��� � t�� t

�
��� � t����t

�
� � t����t

�
��
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�� Gauge�natural bundle functors

In this section we recall some basic de�nitions and properties of gauge�natural
bundle functors� Eck ���� Kol�a�r ����

Let PBnG� be the category of smooth principal G�bundles� whose base manifolds
are n�dimensional� and smooth G�bundle morphisms �� f�� where f �MorMn�

De�nition ���� A gauge�natural bundle functor is a covariant functor F from the
category PBnG� to the category FMn satisfying
i� for each � � P � B in PBnG�� �P � FP � B is a �bred manifold� over B�
ii� for each embedding �� f� in PBnG�� F� � F �� f� is a �bred manifold mor�

phism covering f �
iii� for any open subset U  B� the immersion � � ���U � �� P is transformed into

the immersion F� � ���P U � �� FP � �

A gauge�natural bundle is then a quadruple FP� �P � B� � � P � B��

In the original de�nition� ���� there is one more continuity condition which says
that a smoothly parametrized family of di�eomorphisms of P is �prolonged� into
a smoothly parametrized family of isomorphisms of FP � But this condition is a
consequence of i�� ii� and iii�� Kol�a�r� Michor� Slov�ak ��
��

Example ���� Let � � P � B� �ObPBnG�� let W rP be the space of all r�jets
Jr���e��� where � � R

n � G � P is in MorPBnG�� 
� Rn and e is the unity in

G� The space W rP is a principal �bre bundle over B with structure group W r
nG �

Jr���e�R
n�G�Rn�G� of all r�jets of principal �bre bundle isomorphisms! � Rn�G�

Rn � G covering the di�eomorphisms � � Rn � Rn such that �
� � 
� The group
W r

nG is the semidirect product of G
r
n and T

r
nG with respect to the action of G

r
n on

T r
nG given by jet composition� Let � � P � �P � �MorPBnG�� then we can de�ne
the principal bundle morphism W r� � W rP � W r �P by jet composition� The rule
transforming any P �ObPBnG� intoW rP �ObPBnW r

nG� and any � �MorPBnG�
into W r� �MorPBnW r

nG� is a gauge�natural bundle functor� ����

The gauge�natural bundle functor described in Example ��� plays a fundamental
role in the theory of gauge�natural bundle functors� We have� ���� ����

Theorem ���� Every gauge�natural bundle FP is a �bred bundle associated with
the gauge�natural bundle W rP for a certain order r� �

The number r from Theorem ��� is called the order of the gauge�natural bundle
functor F � So if F is an r�order gauge�natural bundle functor then

���� FP � �W rP� F��� F� � �W r�� idF� ��

where F� is a W
r
nG�manifold called the standard �bre of F �

A local �bred coordinate chart on P and a coordinate chart on F� induce a �bred
coordinate chart on FP � which is said to be gauge�natural�

�We shall see that FB is actually a bundle�
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Let s � r be the minimum number such that the action of W r
nG � Gr

n�S T
r
nG on

F� can be factorized through the canonical projection �rs � T
r
nG � T s

nG� r � s� via
the commutative diagram

Gr
n �S T

r
nG�� F� ����� F���y

Gr
n �S T

s
nG�� F�

Then s is called the gauge�order of F and we say that F is of order r� s��

The regularity condition allows us to �prolong� any G�invariant vector �eld � of
P to the vector �eld F� of FP � Namely� exptF�� � F expt���� The vector �elds
� and F� are projected on the same vector �eld of B� The �ow prolongation of a
G�invariant vector �eld of P de�nes the linear mapping

���� JrTP�G��B FP �� TFP

over FP � where TP�G is the space of G�invariant vector �elds of P � Later Section
	� we shall meet a di�erent abstract approach to formula ���� in terms of �systems��

Example ���� Any r�order natural lift functor in the sense of De�nition ��� is the
r�
��order gauge�natural bundle functor with the trivial gauge action� i�e� the action

Gr
n � G�� F� �� F�

does not depend on G�

Example ���� Let � � P � B� �ObPBnG� and let us denote by CP � B the
bundle of principal connections on P � Then C is a �����order gauge�natural bundle
functor with the standard �bre G �Rn�� In particular� let G � Gr

m� then CP can be
viewed as the bundle of linear connections on an associated vector bundle with m�
dimensional �bres� The standard �bre of C is C� � Rm�Rm��Rn� with coordinates
�ij��� i� j � �� ����m� � � �� ���� n� and the action ofW �

n � G�
n�S T

�
nG

�
m on C� is given�

in the canonical coordinates a��� a
i
j� a

i
j�� on G

�
n �S T

�
nG

�
m� by

��ij� � aip�
p
q�"a

q
j"a

�
� � aip�"a

p
j"a

�
��

where tilde denotes the inverse element�

Example ���� With respect to the adjoint action of W r
nG on its Lie algebra W

r
nG

we can de�ne the r�order gauge�natural bundle functor

��	� Wr
nGP � � �W

rP�Wr
nG�� Wr

nG�� � �W
r�� id��

So Wr
nG can be viewed as a gauge�natural bundle functor which will be called the

adjoint r�order gauge�natural bundle functor� In particular� G is the adjoint 
�order
gauge�natural bundle functor�
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Example ���� If F is a gauge�natural bundle functor of order r� s� then JkF is a
gauge�natural bundle functor of order at most r � k� s � k�� The number r � k� is
exact� but s� k� may be too big� for instance if F is an r�order natural lift functor�
i�e� an r�
��order gauge�natural bundle functor� then JkF is an r�k��order natural
lift functor� i�e� an r � k�
��order gauge�natural bundle functor�

Example ���� G � �pT �� is a ��
��order gauge�natural bundle functor�

Let �� f� �MorPBnG�� � � P � �P � f � B � �B� F be a gauge�natural bundle
functor and � � B � FP be a section� Then we de�ne the section ��� � �B � F �P by
��� � F� � � � f���

De�nition ���� A natural di�erential operator D from a gauge�natural bundle func�
tor F� to a gauge�natural bundle functor F� is a family of di�erential operators

fDP � � C�F�P � C�F�PgP�ObPBn�G�

such that D �P ����� � ��DP ��� for all sections � � B � F�P and all �� f� �
MorPBnG�� � � P � �P over f � B � �B� �

De�nition ���� A di�erential operator D from a gauge�natural bundle functor F�

to a gauge�natural bundle functor F� is said to be gauge�natural if

D �P �F�� � �� � F�� �DP ���

for any � �MorPBnG�� over the identity� and any section � � B � F�P � �

A natural di�erential operator D from F� to F� is of a �nite order k if all DP ��
� � P � B� �ObPBnG�� depend on k�order jets of sections of F�P � Thus� a k�order
natural operator from F� to F� is characterized by the associated �bred manifoldmor�
phism DP � � JkF�P � F�P � over B� such that the family D � fDP �gP�ObPBn�G�

is a natural transformation of JkF� to F�� The following fundamental theorem is due
to Eck� ����

Theorem ���� Let F� and F� be gauge�natural bundle functors of order � r� Then
we have a one�to�one correspondence between natural di�erential operators of order
k from F� to F� and W r�k

n G�equivariant mappings from JkF��� to F���� �

For the case of gauge�natural operators of order k we obtain that the correspond�
ing equivariant mappings are equivariant with respect to the actions of the group
T r�k
n G � fJr�k� idg � T r�k

n G�

Example ��	� The curvature operator is a ��order natural operator from C to G �
��T ���

De�nition ���� Let � be a G�invariant vector �eld of P over a vector �eld � of B
and � � B � FP be a section� The Lie derivative of � with respect to � is de�ned by

���� L	� �
d

dt
j�fexp�t��

��g� �
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This derivation can be expressed by

L	� � T� � � � F� � ��

Thus L	� � B � V FP is a section projectable onto the section ��

Analogously to the case of natural lift functors� we can de�ne the tangent prolon�
gation TD of a k�order natural operator D from a gauge�natural bundle functor F�

to a gauge�natural bundle functor F� and the following lemma can be proved in the
same way as Lemma ����

Lemma ���� If a k�order di�erential operator D from a gauge�natural bundle functor
F� to a gauge�natural bundle functor F� is natural� then

���� L	DP ��� � TDP �L	��

for any section � � B � F�P and any G�invariant vector �eld � of P � �

The in�nitesinal version of the naturality and gauge�naturality of a di�erential
operator is given by the following de�nition�

De�nition ��	� A di�erential operator D from a gauge�natural bundle functor F� to
a gauge�natural bundle functor F� is said to be in�nitesimally natural respectively
in�nitesimally gauge�natural� if ���� holds for any section � � B � F�P and any
G�invariant vector �eld respectively G�invariant vertical vector �eld� � of P � �

�� Systems of projectable vector fields and connections

In this section we shall recall basic properties of systems introduced by the second
author� ����� and add the new de�nition of Lie derivative in the context of systems
and a result on induced systems�

Let p � E � B be a �bred manifold� A projectable� linear� regular system of vector
�elds on a �bred manifold E is a pair H� ��� where

	��� qH � H � B

is a vector bundle� called the space of the system� and

	��� � � H �B E � TE

is a linear �bred morphism over E� called the evaluation morphism of the system�
which is projectable over a linear �bred morphism over B� of maximum rank�

	�	� � � H � TB � h �� h

by means of the following commutative diagram

H �B E



����� TE��y ��y
H



����� TB
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Let us set qA � A �ker�  H � B� The dimension of the �bre of A is called the
rank of the system� Then we have the exact sequence of vector bundles� over B�

	��� 
 ����� A
j

����� H



����� TB ����� 


and the following diagram commutes

A�B E

A

����� V E

j�id

��y ��y
H �B E



����� TE

Any local� section h � B � H induces the vector �eld "�h� on E by

	��� "�h�y� � �hpy��� y�� y � E�

These local� vector �elds "�h� are the distinguished vector �elds of the system�

We say that the system is canonical if there exists a �bred atlas� constituted by
linear �bred charts x�� z�� za�� with � � a � r� of H and �bred charts x�� yi� of E�
such that the coordinate expression of � is

� � z�
	

	x�
� �iaz

a 	

	yi
�

where �ia � C�E�R�� with 	��
i
a � 
�

Moreover� we say that the system is monic if the construction of the distinguished
vector �elds h �� "�h� is injective� The monicity is expressed by the equivalence� for
any x � B�

�iaz
a � 
 �� za � 
� for any y � Ex�

Let H� �� be a projectable� linear� regular� canonical and monic system of vec�
tor �elds on E� We say that the system is involutive if� for any two local sections
h� k � B � H� the vector �eld �"�h�� "�k�� is associated with a section of H� which
turns out to be unique� and will be also denoted by �h� k�� Hence

"��h� k�� � �"�h�� "�k���

So ��� is a sheaf bilinear� mapping operator� from C�H � C�H to C�H�

A projectable� linear� regular� canonical� monic and involutive system H� �� is
brie�y called strong� Let h � h�x�� hax��� k � k�x�� kax�� be the coordinate
expressions of the sections h� k� Then we obtain the following coordinate expression

�h� k� � h�	�k
� � k�	�h

�� h�	�k
a � k�	�h

a � Ca
bch

bkc��
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where Ca
bc � R� Hence� we have a unique associated bilinear� �bred morphism over

B

	��� �� � � J�H �B J�H � H�

such that� for any sections h� k � B � H�

�h� k� � �� � � j�h� j�k��

Moreover� it restricts to a bilinear �bred morphism over B

� � A�B A� A�

which endows the bundle qA � A � B with a Lie algebra bundle structure� Further�
more� in the canonical �bred chart on A we obtain

�abc � Ca
bc � R�

In conclusion� a strong system H� �� determines a subalgebra of the Lie algebra of
in�nitesimal generators of local �bred automorphisms of p � E � B� The assumption
of a strong system is essentially a generalized version of the hypothesis that E is
locally associated with a principal bundle�

Example ���� Let p � E � B be a right principal bundle with structure group G�
Then we have the quotient vector bundles qH � H � TE�G � B and qA � A �
V E�G� B and the exact sequence


� V E�G �� TE�G �� TB � 
�

Moreover� we have a canonical linear �bred isomorphism � � TE�G�BE � TE� over
E� which restricts to �A � V E�G�BE � V E� Then the system H� �� of G�invariant
vector �elds on E is strong�

Remark ���� If � � H �B E � TE is a linear� projectable and regular system such
that �A � 
� then � factorizes through a �bred morphism over E

� � TB �B E � TE

which turns out to be linear and projectable over id�TB � TB� Thus� � is a general
connection on E � B� Additionally� in this case� canonicity of � and integrability of
� are equivalent�

Remark ���� A projectable� linear� regular and canonical system H� �� of vector
�elds of E induces the projectable� linear� regular and canonical system H�� ��� of
tangent valued forms on E� where

	��� qr � Hr � �rT �B �H � B�

and the linear �bred morphism

	��� �r � Hr �B E � �rT �B � TE � 
� z� y� �� 
� �z� y�

is projectable over the linear �bred morphism over B

	��� �r � Hr � �rT �B � TB � 
� z �� 
� �z��

If the system H� �� is involutive with respect to the Lie bracket�� then the system
H�� ��� turns out to be involutive with respect to the Fr#olicher�Nijenhuis bracket
of tangent valued forms on E� �����
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Remark ���� A projectable� linear� regular and canonical system H� �� of vector
�elds of E yields also a �system� C� �� of connections on E� Namely� we have the
bundle

	��
� pC � C � B�

which is de�ned as the subbundle in T �B � H� which projects onto �B  T �B �
TB� Hence� pC � C � B is an a ne bundle whose vector bundle is T �B � A � B�
Moreover� � is the restriction of �� on C and we obtain the a ne �bred morphism
over E

	���� � � C �B E � J�E  T �B �E TE�

A coordinate chart x�� z�� za� on H induces the coordinate chart x�� va�� on C
and the coordinate expression of � is

	���� � � dx� �
	

	x�
� �iav

a
�dx

� �
	

	yi
�

Any local� section c � B � C induces the connection "�c� on E by

"�c�y� � �cpy��� y�� y � E�

These local� connections are the distinguished connections of the system�

If H� �� is strong� then we say that C� �� is strong�

The bracket on H� given by the involutivity of the system H�� ��� with respect
to the Fr#olicher�Nijenhuis bracket of tangent valued forms on E allows us to de�ne
the di�erential calculus connected with a given connection c � B � C� ����� Namely�
the strong covariant di�erential dc � C�Hr � C�Hr�� is de�ned by

	��	� dc$ � �c�$��

Moreover� the strong curvature form of a given connection c is

	���� � � dcc � �c� c��

The values of the strong curvature form are in C�A�� where A� � A� ��T �B� and
the coordinate expression is

	���� dcc � 	�v
a
� �

�

�
Ca
bcv

b
�v

c
��dx

� � dx� �
	

	za
�
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De�nition ���� Let H� �� be a projectable� linear and regular system of vector �elds
of E� Let h be a section of H � B and � be a section of E � B� By using the
geometrical interpretation of Lie derivative we can de�ne the Lie derivative of � with
respect to in�nitesimal �bred transformation h of E � B by

	���� Lh� � T� � �h� � "�h� � �� �

Thus
Lh� � B � V E

and is projectable on the section ��

For studying in�nitesimal gauge�natural lifts we shall need the following result

Theorem ���� Let H� �� be a strong system on a �bred manifoldE � B� Then we
obtain in a natural way a linear� projectable� regular and canonical system

	���� �A � H �B A� TA�

Its coordinate expression is

	���� �A � z�
	

	x�
� Ca

bcz
b�zc

	

	za
�

Proof� The �bred morphism 	��� over B restricts to

�� � � H �B J�A� A�

and can be viewed as a �bred morphism over A

H �B J�A� V A

with coordinate expression

�� � � �za�z
� 	

	za
�Ca

bcz
b�zc

	

	za
�

On the other hand� we have the canonical �bred morphism over A

� TB �B J�A� TA

which extends to the �bred morphism over A

� H �B J�A� TA

with coordinate expression

� z�
	

	x�
� �za�z

� 	

	za
�

Then the �bred di�erence of above �bred morphisms yields our map �A� �

We remark that if a system H� �� is non�monic then it does not make sense to
check involutivity� unless we have an extra bracket on the sections of H� Later we
shall use the following
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De�nition ���� Let H� �� be a linear� regular� projectable and canonical system of
E � B� Suppose we have an additional bracket ��� which makes C�H into a sheaf of
Lie algebras� Then we say that the system is almost involutive if

	���� "��h� k�� � �"�h�� "�k���

where the left bracket is the additional one and the right is the Lie bracket� �

Sometimes the additional bracket is not given on the whole C�H but on a certain
subsheaf% in such a case we shall say that the system is almost involutive with respect
to this subsheaf�

�� Infinitesimal natural lifts

In this section we shall de�ne in�nitesimal natural lifts by using the concept of
systems of vector �elds� Our approach will be motivated by the following remark and
lemma�

Remark ���� Let J rTB be the sheaf of local integrable sections jrh � B � JrTB�
where h � B � TB is a local section� Then J rTB becomes a sheaf of Lie algebras by
means of the bracket given by

���� �jrh� jrk� � jr�h� k��

In general the bracket on J rTB will involve the r � ���jet prolongation of vector
�elds of B� Namely� we obtain a well de�ned �bred morphism

���� �� � � Jr��TB �B Jr��TB � JrTB�

The restriction of ���� to the subbundle Jr��TB� � Ker�
r��
� factorizes through the

canonical projection Jr��TB� � JrTB� and de�nes a structure of Lie algebra bundle
on JrTB�� This Lie algebra bundle is isomorphic to the r�order adjoint natural bundle
GrnB� de�ned in Example ����

Lemma ���� Let F be an r�order natural lift functor� The construction of the �ow
prolongation of vector �elds de�nes a projectable� linear� regular and canonical system
of FB� B �Mn�

� � JrTB �B FB � TFB�

with � � ��H � JrTB�E � FB� This system is almost involutive with respect to
the subsheaf of integrable sections of JrTB�

Proof� The evaluation morphism � of the system is given by the mapping ����� It
is easy to see that this system is projectable� linear� regular and canonical� ���� From
the property of natural bundles� �����

��	� "��jrh� jrk�� � F �h� k� � �Fh� Fk�� �"�h�� "�k��

for any local sections h� k of TB� we get that it is involutive with respect to the
subsheaf of integrable sections of JrTB� �

By generalization of Lemma ��� we introduce the following new notion�
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De�nition ���� An in�nitesimal natural lift of order r is a �bred manifold p � E �
B together with a system JrTB� �� of vector �elds of E which is linear� regular�
canonical� projectable over �r� � J

rTB � TB and almost involutive with respect to
the subsheaf of integrable sections of JrTB� �

We shall say that a structure of r�order in�nitesimal natural lift is given on E�
The system JrTB� �� will be said to be a natural r�order system�
We remark that in this de�nition we do not need that the �bred manifold p � E � B

be a bundle�

Remark ���� The system H� �� � JrTB� �� in the above De�nition ��� is not
assumed to be monic� For this reason we refer to the extra bracket in the subsheaf
J rTB  C�JrTB� de�ned in Remark ����

Example ���� If F is a natural lift functor of order r in the sense of De�nition ����
then from Lemma ��� it follows that a structure of in�nitesimal r�order lift bundle is
induced on every FB� B �ObMn�

Lemma ���� If a natural system �JrTB� �� is given on a �bred manifold E� then
the natural system �Jr�sTB� js�� is induced on JsE�

Proof� This lemma follows from the properties of the jet prolongation and from the
commutative diagram

JsJrTB �B JsE
Js�

����� JsTE

ir�s�id

x�� ��yrs
Jr�sTB �B JsE

js�
����� TJsE

where rs is the �bred manifold mapping from JsTE to TJsE de�ned in ��	� and ir�s

is the canonical immersion of Jr�sTB into JsJrTB� �

De�nition ���� Let E�� E� be two �bred manifolds over B and assume that a
structure of in�nitesimal r�order natural lift is given on E� by a natural system
JrTB� ��� and a structure of in�nitesimal s�order natural lift is given on E� by a
natural system JsTB� ���� A k�order operator D from C�E� to C

�E� is said to be
�in�nitesimally� natural if

TDLjrh�� � LjshD���

for any section � � B � E� and any section h � B � TB see De�nition 	����� �

Lemma ���� A k�order operator D from C�E� to C�E� is natural if and only if

the distinguished vector �elds gjk��jr�kh� of Jr�kE� and "��jsh� of E� are related
by the associated �bred morphism D � JkE� � E�� i�e� if the following diagram

TJkE�
TD

����� TE�

gjk���j
r�kh�

x�� x��
���j
sh�

JkE�
D

����� E�
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commutes for any section h � B � TB�

Proof� From Lemma ��� we get that the distinguished vector �eld gjk��jr�kh� of
Jr�kE� is given by rk � Jk"�jrh�� Then our Lemma ��	 follows from the de�nition
of the Lie derivative 	���� and from the fact that TDT�� � h�� � T D�� � h� for
any section h � B � TB� Indeed� we have

TDLJrh�� � TDT� � h� "��j
rh� � ��� �

� T D�� � h� � TD"��j
rh� � ��� � T D�� � h� � T D � Jk"��j

rh� � ���� �

� T D�� � h� � TD � gjk��jr�kh� � jk���
and

LjshD�� � T D�� � h� � "��j
sh� � D�� �

� T D�� � h� � "��j
sh� � D � jk���� �

�� Infinitesimal gauge�natural lifts

Analogously to the case of in�nitesimal natural lift we shall de�ne in�nitesimal
gauge�natural lift by using the concept of systems� Our de�nition will be motivated
by the following remark and lemma�

Remark ���� Let H� �� be a strong system of vector �elds on a �bred manifold
E � B� In Section 	 we have de�ned the bracket ��� in C�H which makes C�H to
be a sheaf of Lie algebras� This bracket can be prolonged to a bracket in the subsheaf
J rH  C�JrH of integrable sections of JrH � B by

���� �jrh� jrk� � jr�h� k��

where h� k are local sections of H� From 	��� we obtain the associated �bred mor�
phism

���� �� � � Jr��H � Jr��H � JrH�

The restriction of ���� to the subbundle Jr��H� � Ker�r��� �Jr�� factorizes through

the canonical projection Jr��H� � JrH� and de�nes a structure of Lie algebra bundle
on JrH�� This Lie algebra bundle is locally a semidirect product of the Lie algebra
bundles JrTB� and JrA�

Lemma ���� Let F be an r�order gauge�natural bundle functor in the sense of De��
nition ��� de�ned on the category PBnG�� The construction of the �ow prolongation
of G�invariant vector �elds de�nes a projectable� linear� regular and canonical system

� � JrTP�G� �B FP � TFP

of FP� � � P � B� � ObPBnG�� This system is almost involutive with respect to
the subsheaf of integrable sections of JrTP�G�� B�

Proof� The evaluationmorphismof the system JrTP�G�� �� is given by the mapping
����� This system is projectable over the mapping T���r��� linear� regular� canonical
and almost involutive� ��
�� �

The above results suggest the following new notion�
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De�nition ���� Let H� �� be a strong system on p � E � B� An in�nitesimal gauge�
natural lift of order r is a �bred manifold p� � E� � B together with a system JrH���
which is linear� regular� canonical� projectable over �r��J

r�� � JrH � TB and almost
involutive with respect to the subsheaf of integrable sections of JrH � B� �

We shall say that the system JrH��� de�nes a structure of an in�nitesimal gauge�
natural lift of order r on E� The system JrH��� will be called the gauge�natural
system�

Let s � r be the minimum number such that �A can be factorized through the
canonical projection �rs � J

rA � JsA� Then we say that the in�nitesimal gauge�
natural lift is of order r� s� and s is called the gauge order of the in�nitesimal gauge�
natural lift on E��
For any section h � B � H the distinguished vector �eld "�jrh� � E� � TE� is

induced and similarly for a section h � B � A the distinguished vertical vector �eld
"�Aj

rh� � E� � V E� is induced� A structure of in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift on E�

is said to be gauge trivial if its gauge order is 
 and "�Ah� is the zero vector �eld for
all sections h � B � A�

Example ���� Let F be an r�order gauge�natural bundle functor in the sense of Def�
inition ��� de�ned on the category PBnG�� i�e� F can be represented by its standard
�bre F� with the action of the group W r

nG � Gr
n �S T r

nG on F�� Then a struc�
ture of in�nitesimal gauge�natural r�order lift is given on any FP � P � ObPBnG��
by means of the system JrTP�G�� �� de�ned in Lemma ���� The adjoint bundle
Wr

nGB�� B is then isomorphic to JrTP�G�� � B�

Example ���� Any in�nitesimal natural lift of order r is an in�nitesimal gauge�
natural lift of the order r�
� with the gauge trivial structure�

Example ���� Let a structure of r� s��order in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift be given
on E� then a structure of in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift of order at most r�k� s�k�
is induced on JkE� The number r � k� is exact but the gauge order s � k� may be
too big� For example� if a structure of in�nitesimal natural r�order lift is given on E�
i�e� a structure of in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift of order r�
� with the gauge trivial
structure� then a structure of r � k��order in�nitesimal natural lift� i�e� a structure
of r � k�
��order in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift with the gauge trivial structure� is
induced on JkE�

Example ���� Let H� �� be a strong system on p � E � B� In Theorem 	�� we
have de�ned the canonical system H� �A� of vector �elds on A� This system is linear�
projectable� regular� canonical and almost involutive� So� we have the canonical
structure of in�nitesimal 
�order gauge�natural lift on A� The coordinate expression
of �A is

x�� �za� �x�� �za� � �A � x
�� �za� z���Ca

bcz
b�zc��

Example ���� Let H� �� be a strong system on p � E � B� Let Ar � A� �rT �B�
On Ar there is the ��
��order structure of in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift induced
from the 
�
��order in�nitesimal gauge natural lift on A and ��
��order in�nitesimal
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gauge trivial lift on �rT �B� The coordinate expression of the evaluation morphism
�r is

��	�
x��$a������r � �x

�� �$a������r � � �
r �

� x��$a������r � z
���r$a��������r��z

�

�r �
�Ca

bcz
b$c������r ��

where x��$a������r � �x
�� �$a������r � is the induced �bred coordinate chart on TA

r �

Example ���� Let H� �� be a strong system on p � E � B� In Section 	 we have
de�ned the strong system of connections C� �� induced from a strong system of vector
�elds on a �bred manifold� In ���� a �bred morphism

���� �C � J
�H �B C � TC

is provided� It turns out to be an in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift on C� Let x�� va��
be the induced �bred coordinate chart on C� Then the coordinate expression of �C is

���� x�� va�� �x
�� �va�� � �C � x

�� va�� z
�� za� � va�z

�
� � Ca

bcz
bvc���

De�nition ���� Let E�� E� be two �bred manifolds over B and let a structure of
r�order in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift is given on E� by a gauge�natural system
JrH���� and a structure of s�order in�nitesimal gauge�natural lift is given on E�

by a gauge�natural system JsH����� A k�order operator D from C�E� to C
�E� is

said to be natural respectively gauge�natural� if

���� TDLjrh�� � LjshD��

for any section � � B � E� and any section h � B � H respectively h � B � A� see
De�nition 	����� �

By using the same methods as in Lemma ��	 we can prove

Lemma ���� A k�order operator D from C�E� to C�E� is natural �respectively

gauge�natural� if and only if the distinguished vector �elds gjk��jr�kh� �respectivelygjk��Ajr�kh�� of JkE� and "��jsh� �respectively "��Ajsh�� of E� are related by the
associated �bred morphism D � JkE� � E�� i�e� if the following diagrams

TJkE�
TD

����� TE� respectively V JkE�
VD

����� V E�

gjk���j
k�rh�

x�� 
���j
sh�

x�� gjk��A�j
r�kh�

x�� 
��A�j
sh�

x��
JkE�

D
����� E� JkE�

D
����� E�

commute for any section h � B � H �respectively h � B � A�� �
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Lemma ���� The strong curvature form is a �rst order natural operator from C�C
to C�A��

Proof� The �����order in�nitesimal gauge�natural structure on C implies the �����
order in�nitesimal gauge�natural structure on J�C which is given by the jet prolon�
gation of the evaluation morphism ����� In the induced coordinate chart

x�� va�� v
a
���� �x

�� �va�� �v
a
����

on TJ�C this prolonged evaluation morphism is given by

����
x�� va�� v

a
���� �x

�� �va�� �v
a
���� � j

��C � x
�� va�� v

a
���� z

�� za� � va�z
�
� �Ca

bcz
bvc��

za�� � va���z
�
�
� va���z

�
� � va�z

�
��
� Ca

bcz
bvc��� � Ca

bcz
b
�v

c
���

For any local section h of H we get from ���� the vector �eld fj��Cj�h� of J�C

fj��Cj�h� � h�
	

	x�
� 	�h

a � va�	�h
� � Ca

bch
bvc��

	

	va�
�

�	��h
a � va���	�h

� � va���	�h
� � va�	��h

��

�Ca
bch

bvc��� � Ca
bc	�h

bvc��
	

	va
���

and from ��	� we get the vector �eld "��j�h� of A�

"��j�h� � h�
	

	x�
� �$a��	�h

� � $a��	�h
� �Ca

bch
b$c�����

	

	$a
����

�

Then the diagram

TJ�C
T�

����� TA�

gj���j�h�

x�� x��
���j�h�

J�C
�

����� A�

commutes for all sections h � B � H� where & � J�C � A� is the induced �bred
manifold morphism corresponding to the strong curvature operator� From 	���� we
get its coordinate expression

x��$a��� �& � x
�� va��� � va��� � Ca

bcv
b
�v

c
��� �
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